Pressure-volume characteristics of the lungs in sudden infant death syndrome

confirm that babies dying from sudden infant death syndrome have increased alveolar instability as a result of surfactant abnormalities.
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Night cough counts and diary card scores in asthma
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SUMMARY A tape recording system for recording night cough in asthmatics at home is described. Objective cough counts and half hour periods containing cough did not correlate with diary card scores awarded to eight children on seven nights each. Night cough diary scores may mislead in the assessment of symptom severity.

The severity of childhood asthma may be difficult to assess at outpatient clinic attendance. Reliance on history taking and examination alone may lead to an underestimate of disability caused by asthma.1 Symptom diary cards2 give subjective information on severity, while peak flow readings in the home are of value only in children old enough to cooperate properly in the use of peak flow meters.3 Cough counting with tape recorders has been performed for 20 years,4 but is rarely reported in the study of night cough in asthmatic children.5 We set out to compare recorded night cough counts with diary card scores of symptom severity in children with asthma.

Patients and methods

Eight asthmatic children aged 3 years and 6 months to 9 years and 8 months were each studied for seven nights, in seven cases consecutively. The children were on regular prophylactic treatment and their parents were already familiar with the use of symptom diary cards. Studies were carried out between acute exacerbations of the disease. Scores were awarded according to severity of night cough, thus: no cough 0, little cough 1, moderately bad cough 2, and severe cough 3. Scores were also awarded for severity of night-time wheeze, daytime wheeze, and daytime activity. A microphone placed near the child’s head recorded cough during sleep with the recording level set to detect even the quietest cough. Sound recorded on channel I of the tape was also recorded on channel II one second later. The machine was switched on at the parents’ bedtime and recorded continuously for six hours. Tapes were renewed daily without altering recording levels or the position of the microphone. They were later replayed through a compression unit triggered by the noise of a preset intensity on channel I so that the same noise was recorded from channel II onto tape 2. The compression unit was triggered by the quietest cough. The compressed tape (tape 2) was automatically switched off when signals from tape 1 ceased. The compression unit incorporated a time signal onto tape 2 every 30 minutes. The number of night coughs occurring during the original recording could then be counted by listening to the condensed tape with a time signal marking each half hour period.

Results

The Table summarises the results obtained from an analysis of 56 nights of recording in eight children. No child ever received a diary score of 3 for night cough and three children (cases 1, 2, and 4) always had a score of 0. Thus, the full range of diary card scores was not available for each child to test whether night cough counts and diary card scores
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were related for the group as a whole. Night cough was present in each of seven children awarded a diary score of 0. In the four children (cases 3, 5, 6, and 7) with varied diary card scores there was no obvious association between cough score and total cough counts or the number of half hour periods of recording during which cough occurred. In two children awarded day scores of 2, one (case 5) had relatively little coughing and the other (case 3) the most of any child in the series. In some cases frequent (cases 3 and 5) or prolonged (case 3 and 8) bouts of coughing were not suspected by parents.

There was no correlation between night cough counts and diary card scores for night-time wheeze, daytime wheeze, daytime activity or for 24 hour diary scores calculated for the 24 hour period beginning with, and the period ending with, the night recording.

Discussion

We describe a simple, objective method of counting night cough in the home which although not practicable for use with large numbers of patients, is of value in obtaining information in selected cases. Using this system we have attempted to validate diary card scores in the assessment of severity of nocturnal cough in asthmatic children. The method had limitations, in particular only six hours of recording could be carried out at one time. This could have introduced bias in either direction, although the low diary card scores awarded in our study suggest that our patients did not have troublesome cough before their parents' bedtime when recording began. The system is now adapted so as to condense the tape at the time of recording thereby allowing a record to be made throughout the night. The use of diary cards provides a numerical expression of symptom severity often utilised in the statistical analysis of drug trials. This may lead to false conclusions as diary scores are clearly subjective with no ‘weighting’ for scores awarded for different manifestations of the disease in the same patient. Thus a score of 2 for night cough may not be comparable with a score of 2 given for interference with daytime activity. Our study confirms that with respect to night cough, diary card scores are unreliable and inconsistent in individual children providing further reason for caution in their interpretation. We conclude that night recording of cough can be readily carried out in the homes of children with asthma. Undue reliance on diary card scores which reflect parental impressions of symptom severity may give rise to errors affecting both the clinical management of individual patients and the interpretation of results of treatment trials in children with asthma.
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